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The LK4053 Box Attachment installs on the LK4000 Lift King (Main Component) in a matter 
of seconds and allows one person to install or remove a pickup box with little effort. It is a 
safe and fast way to increase productivity.  Pickup boxes are removed to change fuel pumps, 
perform collision and restoration work, and many other reasons. The Lift King LK4053 Box 
Attachment is not the only way to remove a pickup box, but it is the safest and best.
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LK4011

LK4014

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.

LK4011 ADJUSTABLE FRONT SLIDE BAR 2

LK4014 ADJUSTABLE REAR SLIDE BAR 2

* 1-1/2" NOMINAL PIPE CAP 2

* 3"x3"x.75" FLAT GRIPS-BLACK SLEEVE 4

LK4011

STEP 2

Slide the LK4011 adjustable front slide bar into the front tube of the LK4000 Lift King (Main Component), as shown, and 

tighten the star knob. Do the same for the opposite side.  

StarKnob

LK4011

Star Knob

1 1/2 “ nominal pipe cap 3 x 3 x .75 flat grips-black sleeve

STEP 1

Slide the 3 x 3 x .75 flat grips-black sleeves on to the LK4011 adjustable front slide bars, as shown. Slide the 1 1/2 “ 

nominal pipe caps on to the LK4012 adjustable rear slide bars, as shown.  

LK4011
LK4014

3 x 3 x .75 flat grips-black sleeve1 1/2 “ nominal pipe cap
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LK4014

STEP 3

Slide the LK4014 adjustable rear slide bar into the rear tube of the LK4000 Lift King (Main Component), as shown, and 

tighten the star knob.  Do the same for the opposite side.  

Star Knob

LK4014
Star Knob

LK4014 adjustable rear slide bar

LK4014 adjustable rear slide bar fully 
engaged with tailgate mounting post

STEP 1

Attach rear slide bar LK4014 to the pickup’s tailgate mounting post, as shown, and tighten the star knob.  Do the same 

for the opposite side.  Make sure that the LK4000 Lift King (Main Component) is centered to the pickup bed. Not 

centering the pickup bed to the Main Component may result in injury to the operator or damage to the tool. 

Pickup Tailgate
mounting post
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LK4011 adjustable front slide bar

STEP 2

Extend the LK4011 front slide bar until just before it touches the side of the pickup bed, as shown, and tighten the star 

knob.  Do the same for the opposite side.  Make sure that the LK4000 Lift King (Main Component) is centered to 

the pickup bed. Not centering the pickup bed to the Main Component may result in injury to the operator or 

damage to the tool. 

LK4011 adjustable front slide bar

LK4011 adjustable front slide bar

LK4011 adjustable front slide bar

STEP 3

Use the turnbuckle of the LK4000 Lift King (Main Component) to raise the LK4011 front slide bar until it catches the 

bed rail of the pickup bed, as shown.  Use the winch to raise the pickup bed off of the truck chassis.

winch

turnbuckle


